**Public Voucher for Purchases and Services Other Than Personal**

**U.S. Department, Bureau, or Establishment and Location:**
3d Finance Company
Camp Falcon, Iraq
APO AE 09364
DSSN: 5579

**Claim Number:** 05-IM6- T989051

**Payee's Name and Address:**
Baghdad, Iraq

**Shipped From:**
3d Finance Company
APO AE 09364

**To:**
HQ, 4 BDE, 3 ID (FWD)

**Amount:** $7,000.00

In full settlement of the amount allowed by the Secretary of the Army, or an officer duly designated for such purposes under authority of 31 U.S.C. 3721 and AR 27-20, Chapter 10, upon the claim of the above named claimant for property damaged, lost, destroyed, captured, or abandoned in service.

**Accounting Classification:**
2152020 22.0204 P436099.22-4200 VIRQ F9203 S99999 $7,000.00

**Payment:**
- **Check Number on Account of U.S. Treasury:**
- **Check Number on (Name of Bank):**

**Paid By:**
- **Cash Date:**
- **Payee:**

**Exchange Rate:**
- **$1.00**

**Accounting Classification:**
2152020 22.0204 P436099.22-4200 VIRQ F9203 S99999 $7,000.00

---

**Privacy Act Statement:**
The information requested on this form is required under the provisions of 31 U.S.C. 321 and 322, for the purpose of disbursing Federal money. The information requested is to identify the particular creditor and the amounts to be paid. Failure to furnish this information will hinder discharge of the payment obligation.
4th Brigade Combat Team ~ Claims Info. Sheet
3d Infantry Division

Today's Date: 05-11-2005

ID NUMBER: 989051

Section: [ ] Street: [ ] House: [ ] Other:

DATE OF INCIDENT: 01-20-2005
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: The highway
AMOUNT CLAIMING: $17000

FCA CLAIMS SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS:
- Proof of Ownership
- Receipts
- Diagram
- Police Report
- Judicial Decision
- Death Certificate
- Medical Reports [ ] Iraqi [ ] US
- Division of Property

Name of Deceased: [ ] Age: [ ]
Marital Status: [ ] Single [ ] Married

Nature of injury: [ ] Is it permanent?
[ ] Will injury require follow up surgeries?
[ ] Does this injury affect the individual's ability to earn a living?

GENERAL INFORMATION:
- Are there any discrepancies in the evidence?
- Do the medical records confirm the "story"?
- Do the pictures confirm the "story"?
- Other notes regarding evidence:
- Is this related to any other claims?

TRANSLATOR NOTES:
In 01-20-2005 the claimant was with his uncle, they were going to Almahaseya at 9:40 am, there was a military convoy in the opposite side. They were shot, the car was hit by a random shooting, the boy was hurted and died before arriving to hospital.

Translator Estimate of damages: $

NCOIC NOTES: [ ] Approved [ ] Denied
[ ] Evidence Combat Ops Other

ATTORNEY NOTES: [ ] Approved [ ] Denied
[ ] Evidence Combat Ops Other
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